
 

 

 

 

GRAND MISTRESS  Heartstarter 0416 673 983 RELIGIOUS ADVISER   Picannini 0448 841 912 

HASH CASH Tail 
 

04150753 583 HASH NERD Yackety Yak 
 

 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH Cousin It  

HASH BOOZE 
HASH CATS PISS 

Boxy 
Struc Fuc 

0448 841 912 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH Nokia 0418 460 188 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

 

PRESS  RELEASE 

Due to the official Hash Trash, Cousin It, cowering in Covid Crowd fear in the 

basement of The Boulevard, protected by his coterie of vicious dogs and armed 

mercenary guards, the Hash Press Secretary’s job was farmed out to Tail 

Scandalousamouchi. 

 

Black tie invitations ensured a who’s who of famous figures descending on 

Maison La Yak at upscale Lawnton Heights, eager to be entertained and to 

entertain. 

With numbers safely at an exclusive 20, the set was called to order and exited 

the rear portals of the exclusive address to take in the delights of nearby 

Lawnton Hampton’s scenery and features.  

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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Ravishing Chyna, newly revealed, set a cracking pace as the only runner, while 

the rest of the set meandered slowly, admiring the upscale addresses.  

 

Checks were few and only a couple of sneaky False Trails tried to outwit the 

wise Chyna.  Even with insider knowledge, few could detour and sneak back 

early to the bar.  

 

Some 50 minutes later, all were searching for much needed liquid sustenance 

and partaking of wonderful hor d’oeuvres, cunningly packaged by Smiths in 

individual sachets for freshness. The only complaint could be that the bar 

service personnel were sadly lacking. 

 

Mme Heartstarter, fashionista of some repute and leader of the ton, and 

looking exquisite in a stunning fascinator and hair extensions, called the 

assemblage to order.  

 

Mme Yakety Yak and M. Just Clacker were commended for getting off their 

arses and setting a damn fine run and a cracking fire pit to keep the chills 

away.  

 

Night Owl made a hectic dash across the city to re-join the Ton, as did Raw 

Liver and Rabbi. They were suitably chastised for their terrible attendance 

records. 

 

Sex Change, mumbling about a late start and swearing that he did the run (as 

if!) obviously couldn’t get out the gate but was never sighted either at the 

beginning, the middle or the end, to be then found cowering behind the eskies 

with a pitiful excuse as the guests returned.  

 

Flower was reprimanded for bending over in front of Just Clacker whilst asking 

“Do you want me to blow on it?”  

 



Jake the Peg was also reprimanded for abandoning the Zoom calls. His new 

hearing aids are on back order from Amazing.com.  

 
Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare 
Yakety Yak 

Just Clacker 

Fascinating run 

Big Prick MIA 
Scrubber? 

Double Small 
Prick 

MIA 
To & From? 

Dummy MIA Fidel still has it 

Imposter 
Dummy 

MIA  

Ass Saver Chunda 
For doing a damn fine job of trimming bush 

Grub Shirt Sex Change 
Hiding from the pack 

Bow Tie Fidel 
Still has it 

Other Charges 

Chargee/s For 

Chunda 
For becoming Chyna 

Jake the Peg 
Abandoning Zoom meetings 

Flower 
Salacious and suggestive behaviour 

Fidel  
Forgetting to bring awards 

Sex Change 
Social distancing 

 

 

NEXT WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2188   22.06.2020:  Flower 
 
                                      Grevillea Place Bridgeman  
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

• 2020 BNH3 Camping weekend will be held on 23rd – 27th October 2020 ie the first 

weekend in November (Note: this date could change due to Heartstarter’s wedding 

arrangements) 

• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required.  

                 

 
          



 
 

 
      
 
 
         
 

 

                    


